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Jhoanne Castro
Multimedia storyteller bringing imaginary worlds to life through illustrations, animations, motion
graphics, videography, books, and comics. Visionary inspiring social and environmental consciousness and
touching hearts through journeys of language, visual and verbal.
As a visual communicator, I am always looking for the next opportunity to translate life experiences and
stories into art. My creative career is an ongoing journey sharing stories that invite conversations, to learn and
grow from storytelling, as I believe stories are how people communicate. My childhood as a Filipino immigrant
in the U.S. taught me the power of language, visual and verbal, through the emotional adventures of cartoons,
movies, and comics, to connect with those around me. Since then, I have devoted my life to creative storytelling
and visual communication.
With my experience in digital media and illustration, I hope to use my skills to broaden the minds of my
audiences, motivate them to learn and understand other people and cultures, and raise social and environmental
consciousness. Through visual development, graphic design, animation, and illustration, I hope to make a strong
and positive impression in the multimedia industry and impact others the way others have impacted me.
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Creative Interests
Creative storytelling
Graphic narratives
Filmmaking
Character design
Visual development

Ann Arbor 56th
film festival promo
Experimental Animation | Fall 2017
An unofficial Ann Arbor Film Festival ‘18 promotional video
using motion graphics through Adobe After Effects.

vimeo.com/244260019

city empire
Experimental Animation | Fall 2017
Depicting the vibrancy of city life through light contrast
and animated digital illustrations: a constantly moving,
urbanite world where the skyscrapers move, rather than
their living inhabitants.

vimeo.com/247638058

喫茶店のアルバイト:

Cafe part-time jobs

Asian Languages & Cultures | Fall 2017
A language project focusing on student employees
and how their part-time job at a cafe affects their
daily lives. For this project, I worked on Japanese and
English translations, videography, and editing.

vimeo.com/245544529

Kunwari
(Gallery)

Adapt: The Stamps Senior Show 2019
Senior Studio | Winter 2019

Kunwari, Tagalog for “make believe,” is a multimedia story questioning society’s rapidly
growing relationship with media and our shallow obsessions with the people we choose to
idolize: people hidden behind “masks.” The story is set in a city that blindly worships their
idol, Kimera, an amalgamation of influential figures (i.e. political, religious, and celebrities)
based on the chimera, an imaginary creature from mythology representing the idealistic.
Kunwari discusses the media’s ability to highlight and/or erase cultural identities, to hide
painful truths behind smiles and lies, and to exploit people and resources for ulterior
motives or personal gain. Kunwari implores its audience to question the authenticity of what
is shown on the screens, to be skeptical of who is truly in power, and to be wary of the tragic
consequences of our blind idolization.

Kunwari (Comic)
Senior Studio | Winter 2019

Kunwari is a 30-page comic that introduces an expansive world
much like our own, a modern age of screens. With the convenience of
technology, we become detached from the harmful impacts we leave
on others and the environment. Kunwari follows the story of Kimera,
a girl who is exploited as a mascot-like figurehead in a city of avid
followers. Reading the comic reveals themes on colonization, abuse of
power, and societal habits bordering on religious worship, while being
surrounded by screens that allows everyone to forget their destructive
actions and continue to indulge themselves in them. Kunwari brings
attention to the “cultural propaganda” of the modern age, where the
people on the screens become authoritative figures with power and
influence to a society who is hopelessly drawn to the screens.

Kunwari (animation)
Senior Studio | Winter 2019
Reiterating the crucial role that screens play in Kunwari, the animation
serves to show the appeal of screens and its relevance to society today. In
the gallery, it draws the attention of visitors who are attracted by the screen
and curious about the figure displayed, where it can be understood that
this character is important, even if the viewer doesn’t understand why. This
reciprocates the mass of followers in the story, who listen to their “leader”
on the screens without truly understanding why or ever questioning their
authority.
I wanted to draw the viewer’s attention using the very thing that controls
the lives of the people in the story: screens. In so doing, it not only acts as
a preview for the comic and encourages people to read it, where we find a
story that ultimately subverts the power of the screen, but it becomes a live
reenactment of it. For those who watched the animation but chose not to
read the comic, they become living examples of the characters in the story
who are drawn to the screens without truly caring about the contents and
unwittingly become accomplices to the harm caused by the city.

vimeo.com/339408524

Kunwari (Gallery

& interaction)

Kunwari (character
design & concept art)

Senior Studio | Winter 2019
The 30-page comic of Kunwari acts as an introduction to a world
that can easily be expanded upon, but focusing on a story that hopes
to entertain and ultimately impart social consciousness and respect
for the environment. Taking inspiration from comics and animations
such as Avatar: the Last Airbender and Steven Universe, Kunwari
takes on the postmodern world of globalization and technology, while
addressing the pressing need for compassion, more engaged human
interaction, and environmental awareness.

Kunwari is a dystopia that appears to live happily in a technologically
advanced world, set in a giant moving city that thrives off of the power
of its followers and their blind idolization. Upon closer inspection,
readers discover that the city abuses its influential power to plow
through foreign lands, forsaking anyone in their path, displacing native
peoples from their homes, and exploiting foreign goods and resources,
under the guise of tourism. Due to the influential power of screens,
the city-dwellers live in blissful ignorance to the harm they cause to
the world.

Kunwari (PROCESS &

visual development)
Senior Studio | Winter 2019

Kunwari’s visuals take on “cultural propaganda” and borrows visual
elements from universal forms of authority: the limited color palette and
geometric designs play off historical propaganda posters, and the decision
to employ yellow with black and white hints at religious figures and their
divine authority, i.e. halos. The limited color scheme also plays on the
“black and white” world of ignorance. Only when we allow ourselves to
look past the screens and masks, do we gain a better understanding of the
world around us and our impact on others and the environment.
The emblem combines the reverence of halo markings with the horns
of their masked leader, Kimera. This iconography is important, as this
emblem’s commanding presence within the city becomes a reminder of
who is in power.

Original and current
Kimera designs.

Joe Hisaishi Tribute
			 Triptych
Poster Design | Winter 2019
In honor of a cultural treasure, I chose to tribute my
design to the globally renowned musical composer,
Joe Hisaishi, who is most famously known for his music in
Studio Ghibli films. My design aims to reiterate the way
Hisaishi’s music “whisks you away to another world” by
borrowing and illustrating visual elements from the films
and creating a magical world in which the music carries
you with it.
The triptych was printed on matte paper, 36 x 72 in.

Two Gradients
Color | Fall 2016
A color study focusing on the interaction of
color when two gradients are interwoven
with each other.

Japan : Moriumius
Filmography, Photography Artist in Residency
Promotions & Marketing Internship
Ogatsu, Japan | Summer 2018
Moriumius is a learning facility that seeks to teach the
importance of sustainability in the environment and
revitalize the community of Ogatsu, Japan, after the
disaster of the Japan 2011 earthquake and tsunami.
I filmed, edited, and produced promotional videos,
as well as designed posters and brochures that showcase
programs that are held or sponsored by Moriumius.

vimeo.com/283122262
vimeo.com/316304516

Japan : Moriumius
Ogatsu, Japan | Summer 2018
Moriumius is a learning facility that seeks to teach the
importance of sustainability in the environment and
aims to revitalize Ogatsu, Japan, after the disaster of the
Japan 2011 earthquake and tsunami. These brochures are
designed to promote their programs.

Deconstructing the Model minority
History Lab | Winter 2019
An online exhibit by myself and my colleague, Ilina Krishen, “Deconstructing the Model
Minority” takes a look at the modern histories of Asian Americans while examining the
nuances and pervasive stereotypes stemming from the “Model Minority” label. We
conducted interviews with faculty, staff, and students at the University of Michigan and
produced videos alongside our research and writing.
This archival website deconstructs the history of the “model minority” concept through
research on people who allegedly fit and do not fit the label. These explorations direct
our attention to how this idea is still relevant to present-day Asian American Pacific
Islander (AAPI) communities. On this website, we highlight the AAPI community by
first detailing the stereotypes related to the dated mid-1960s “model minority” label,
then tracing the transformation of AAPI communities and individuals over time.
The “model minority” was coined to describe the paragon of minorities: a demographic
group perceived to achieve success despite their adversities. This term was most
often attributed to East Asian demographic groups and loosely applied to anyone
perceived as “Asian.” Our website explains how the “model minority” poses as a barrier
to understanding that AAPI have different ethnicities, languages, cultural values, and
socioeconomic statuses, and that AAPI are not a monolithic racial community with a
single “Asian” narrative. In understanding thar, we can break apart from the black-white
binary of the linear American story and reevaluate it as one that is multiethnic and
multicultural, with respect to the AAPI diversity within the United States.

Advocacy
Poster

Poster Design | Winter 2019
An assignment designing advocacy posters, I chose diversity in the media for my topic.
The numbers were pulled from the 2018 Hollywood Diversity Report, UCLA Institute
for Research on Labor and Employment. The data shown is the distribution of roles
for broadcast scripted shows in the United States, by ethnicity.

chasing the goat
Filmmaking, Art Direction | Winter 2017
A collaborative filmmaking class bringing together students from all over the university
to produce a short film, which was centered on an aspiring MMA fighter named Jack.
The film premiered at the Traverse City Film Festival.
As the art director, I was responsible for a variety of creative jobs and visuals: I created
color palettes for an overall color scheme to set the tone and mood for certain scenes,
I made character designs and sketches for the characters in the film, I designed the
film’s logo and cover page, as well as the promotional brochure. These are the different
variations of the cover photo, iterations of the logo, as well as the brochure.

Two Worlds
Color | Fall 2016
A color study focusing on the interaction
of color when the amount of a single color
outweighs that of the others. By creating
two compositions with the same colors,
while playing with how much a single
color dominates the composition, the two
pieces become almost so different, they
might look like “two worlds.”

Self Reflection
Intersections | Winter 2016
This project was a study of “the artist behind the work.”
I focused on my surroundings after learning what an
important role it plays in my life and creative work.
Recreating the wonder of my experience as a freshman in
college through a trifecta of colorful illustrations, I found
inspiration in mid-century children’s books to demonstrate
the whimsy of my fledgling college career. With locations
in mind, I wanted to recreate the three places in which I
spent the most time: my apartment, my jobs,
and my school.

Comic: kin
Advanced Comics | Winter 2018

Kin, a magical breed of shapeshifting deer,
are hunted for their gold pelt, golden antlers, and
tears of gold, testing the limits of mankind’s greed.
This greed leads to overhunting, a rapidly declining
Kin population, and deforestation, clearing the forests
in an attempt to chase the Kin out of hiding.
Kin is a 15-page story that showcases the cruelty
of mankind’s greed, and how it destroys the land
and the creatures that inhabit it.

Book: kin
Book Arts & Advanced Comics | Winter 2018

Kin is a 15-page comic that showcases the
cruelty of mankind’s greed and how it destroys
the land and the creatures that inhabit it. Here
it is bound into a book by hand, using traditional
bookbinding practices.

Character Design:
Snow Angel

3D modeling: snow
				angel
Digital Character | Fall 2018

Snow Angel revolves around the world of the arctic, where
anthropomorphic “snow angels” live peacefully on their mother,
Glacia, a massive ice sheet. Through the snow angels’ daily lives,
the dangers of rising global temperatures and its harmful effects
on the arctic ecosystem and the environment become more and
more apparent. Snow Angel explores the feeling of loneliness,
childlike innocence, and invites viewers to act on the current
state of the planet.

Diwata

Graphic Narratives, Comics | Fall 2017

Diwata
Graphic Narratives, Comics | Fall 2017

Diwata, meaning “fairy tale” or “folklore” in
Tagalog, follows an estranged girl who feels
disconnected from the world she is living in
due to her power to see the mythical world of
Philippine folklore. Fearing the disbelief and
disapproval of her colleagues, Amihan chooses
to keep her power a secret.
Diwata is a 25-page comic that explores the
feeling of loneliness, even among friends and
colleagues, and the desire to feel needed and
have a presence in the world.

ARt stu·denT
Ster·e·o·type

Studio 4D | Winter 2016
A video montage addressing the art student stereotype,
inspired by friends and relatives who did not understand my
pursuits in art and design. That sentiment motivated me to
show and demonstrate the parts about art school that no
one seems to recognize, while acknowledging the parts of
the stereotype that are true.

vimeo.com/163600094

Arty dessine
Sophomore Studio | Winter 2017
In continuation of the “art student stereotype,”
Arty Dessine was born, the epitome of the stereotype.
Her story started as an online web series where viewers
were invited to scroll through her story on their own and
read snippets of Arty’s adventure at her university. Every
comic strip details and satirizes one of the aspects
of the “art student stereotype.”

Arty Dessine was designed to look like a stylish
mid-century children’s book to demonstrate the appeal of
aesthetics juxtaposed with the geometry of the style to
demonstrate the unbending nature of stereotype bias.

Arty,
Amihan,
and
Aria

Sophomore Studio | Winter 2017
Three short stories about three different defining parts of me: a college student studying art and design (Arty), an
immigrant who feels out-of-place in both her new and “home” country (Amihan), and a girl who is terrible at being
“girly” (Aria). They struggle with their stereotypes and expectations as an art student, an immigrant, and a girl, and
learn how to deal with their issues in their own ways. Each story is a journey of self-discovery and self-identity,
exploring how it feels not to fit in and how it feels to belong. These three stories are digitally illustrated, then
printed into three booklets named after each main character: Arty, Amihan, and Aria. I created the book covers and
bound the books by hand.
The three stories are intentionally drawn in three different styles, for stylistic purposes as well as to better suit
the character’s story. Arty follows the style of mid-century children’s book illustrations: the limited color palette
reiterates the limitations of her family’s expectations, and the geometry of her illustrations juxtaposes practicality
against Arty’s stereotypically “impractical” major of art and design. Amihan is drawn in my own style, going back
to what I have developed over my years of drawing, which relates to Amihan’s homeward struggles. My art style
is something I have grown into, in parallel with Amihan’s situation growing into a Filipino-American. Aria follows
the style of Japanese shoujo manga, a genre of graphic novels in Japan that targets a young female audience, to
reiterate the gender divisions that occur in her story.

Arty represents my artistic passion and my doubts about my future career in pursuing art and design. Aria
represents my femininity and questions my self-worth in a world of exaggerated gender norms. And Amihan
represents my heritage, my immigrant life, wanting nothing more than a place to call “home.”

Amihan
Sophomore Studio | Winter 2017

Amihan, who represents my racial and cultural
background as a Filipino, follows the story of fifth-grader Amihan’s struggles as an immigrant from the
Philippines and her power of the wind. Her childhood
in the United States is riddled with bad experiences
that make her feel like she doesn’t belong, and those
negative emotions are translated into the wind.
On a trip to the Philippines, Amihan thinks she will no
longer feel that she doesn’t belong, but she realizes
the culture shock and language barrier keeps her from
fitting in. Amihan meets her grandmother, who loves
to tell stories, one of them being the myth behind her
name — Amihan, the wind deity, known in the ancient
Filipino creation myth to bring together the fighting
sea and sky, bringing peace to all, as an envoy between
the two: the wind that flies between them.
Amihan realizes her name’s relevance to her own life:
that she can act as a medium between two worlds —
the United States and the Philippines. Amihan belongs
to both worlds, and like the wind deity, she can bring
them closer together than ever before, because
Amihan is Filipino-American.

Aria

Sophomore Studio | Winter 2017

Aria is a story of gender division and identity. In a world dominated by gender roles,
children are put into schools segregated by biological sex. Before graduation, students
are put through a final exam that determines their worth in their gendered society —
how “girly” or “manly” someone is — through a series of tests in which their respective
genders must have skill. Aria, terrible at anything girls are “meant” to do, turns to her
twin brother, Alto, who is useless at any “manly” task, for help. Afraid of failing their final
exams, the twins decide to switch places in order to pass.

Arty
Sophomore Studio | Winter 2017

Arty explores the disreputable study of art and design
in college and her relationship with her family, who
disagree about her major and care more about the family
reputation. Arty wants to prove her worth in the family,
following her role model — her older brother — Archie’s
steps into the same university. However, wishing to live
up to expectations as opposed to pursuing her dreams
proves to be Arty’s greatest obstacle.

Mujo Cafe
Fall 2015 — Summer 2019
Mujo Cafe ensures that the University of Michigan
student body survives their sleepless nights of rigorous
study. Mastering barista skills at one of the busiest cafes
on campus, I became a student manager. I enforced
rules, facilitated trainings, and supervised new recruits.
With my creative skills, I implemented the visual
brand and identity of Mujo Cafe to accommodate
the changing menu and seasonal preferences of our
customers. Cartwheeling off of Mujo’s preexisting logo,
I designed posters and updated the signage.

COLD BREW
COFFEE

COLD BREW
COFFEE

Now serving:

Mac & Cheese!

12oz $3.85
160z $4.85

Go Somewhere Poster
Poster Design | Winter 2019
Limited to the use of typeface, this was an assignment that
takes a personal aspiration and transforms a single phrase
into a poster. The final poster design was then printed for
distribution using a risograph printer.

